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Literacy: theme-what the author wants you to learn, usually not stated, must be 
inferred. Common (person, place, or thing that is not specific) and proper (a specific person, 
place, or thing-must have a capital at the beginning) nouns- identify the difference 
between the two and use them appropriately in writing and speech.  
 
Social Studies: Geography: different types of landforms 
 
Math: Unit 2: 1 digit by 2 digit multiplication 
 
Science: Day and Night 

Important dates 

a peek at the week: 

Sept 27- Author Visit (3rd&4th)  
Sept 29- Raider of the Month lunch 
Sept 29- Scholastic Book order due 
Oct. 13- Flu Clinic 
 

a note from your teacher: 
I still have several students without ear buds 
to KEEP at school. If your student needs a 
pair please send $1.  
 
Flu forms are going home 9/25/17. Fill out 
and return if you want your student to receive 
a flu shot.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please remember that it is important that your 
student is at school everyday. If your student 
misses please turn in a doctor excuse or note 
to explain the absence. We do a lot of testing 
on Fridays, which seems to be the day most 
students are missing. Students will have to 
make-up any missed work at the teacher’s 
convenience (usually during a recess time).   

Spelling Words 
Find, most, film, lost, child, moth, cost, 
both, kind, roll, first, cold, scold, gold, told, 
wild, soft, post, friend, wind, blind, ghost, 
mind 
 
VCC(short i), VCC (ī), VCC(short o), VCC 
(ō) 



	

   Study for spelling test. 
   Daily Math  (Quiz Friday) 
   Daily Language homework.  (Quiz Friday) 
   Read at home.   
   ___________________________________________________ 

  
   ___________________________________________________ 

   Write spelling words three times.   
   Daily Math  
   Daily Language homework 
   Read at home.   
   _____________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

   Daily Math  
 

   Daily Language homework 
 

   Read at home.  
   ______________________________________________________ 
   ______________________________________________________ 

   Daily Math  
 

   Daily Language homework.   
 

   Read at home.   
   _____________________________________________________ 

 
   _____________________________________________________ 
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film 
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child 
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